BENCHMARKS

1710 - Defining software technology
ACTIVITIES BY YEAR
2017
'1-1
'2-1
Big data examples
Technology vs. features
RESULTS
88
4400
99.3
CONCLUSIONS

(none)
OBJECTIVES
Reliability: 99 %
Scalability: 8500 %
Availability: 99.9 %
UNCERTAINTIES & KEY VARIABLES
1 - O/S design issues
kernel - process, memory & I/O mgmt
Y
process mgmt - scheduler lists & queues
Y
2 - Micro processors
compilers
Interface
linkers
programming languages
3 - Other areas
big data methods (store, process, manage)
improved infrastructure options
scaling, reliability & availability options
technology stack or tool designs
vision design options
Analysis
Trials
Prototypes
Lines of code
Hours
Materials $
Subcontractor $

Y
Y
Y
Y

250
17

100

METHODS

COSTS

147
13
7
14800
250

'3-1
Ineligible activities

Project Name:

Defining software technology

Start Date:

2017-01-02

Project Number:

1710

Completion Date:

2018-03-21

Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
Measurement

Current Performance

Objective

Has results?

Reliability (%)
Scalability (%)
Availability (%)

65
100
96

99
8500
99.9

Yes
Yes
Yes

Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) Eligibility of work in SR&ED projects containing software development - Transcript Mach 22,
2017
Slide 10:
As mentioned in an earlier slide, Experimental Development is undertaken for the purpose of achieving technological
advancement.
So, what is technology?
Technology is not a physical entity.
Technology is the practical application of scientific knowledge and principles.
It is the knowledge of how scientifically determined facts and principles are embodied in the material, device, product, or
process.
As technology evolves, the practical applications of scientific knowledge and principles as well as the technological
knowledge associated with the products, processes, or devices become the scientifically determined facts and principles for
further development.
Let’s�look�at�some�examples�to�illustrate�this.

Field of Science/Technology:
Software engineering and technology (2.02.09)

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Develop new processes, Improve existing processes
Lab
Progress reports, minutes of project meetings; Test protocols, test data, analysis of test results,
conclusions; Records of resources allocated to the project, time sheets; Samples, prototypes,
scrap or other artefacts; Design, system architecture and source code; Project records, laboratory
notebooks; Project planning documents; Photographs and videos; Design of experiments;
Records of trial runs; Contracts

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: O/S design issues
Slide 11: Example 1:
A microcontroller or microprocessor can run machine code without an operating system and any user developed software
can run directly on it.
In contrast, in an Operating System, user developed software runs within a managed environment.
The kernel has process management, memory management, and input/output (I/O) management to govern the
environment.
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Project Name:

Defining software technology

Start Date:

2017-01-02

Project Number:

1710

Completion Date:

2018-03-21

Within process management, a scheduler manages tasks and processes using complex data structures working in
conjunction with other embodiments. As we can see, within a modern Operating System, kernel and other embodiments
not mentioned in the slide make up the scientifically determined facts and principles.
Similarly for the kernel, it is the process management, memory management, I/O management and others. As we go down
further, the scheduler has Lists, Queues, etc.

The most significant underlying key variables are:
kernel - process, memory & I/O mgmt, process mgmt - scheduler lists & queues

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Activity #1-1: Big data examples (Fiscal Year 2017)
Methods of experimentation:

Method

Experimentation Performed

Analysis / simulation:
Trials:

250 alternatives
17 runs / samples

Slide 13:
We looked at the definition of technology through software examples.
New products/services are being built using or combining various technologies for creating complex applications. This is
driving relentless progress.
The trend in software development has shifted in the direction of shared services such as Software as a Service, Platform as
a Service and Infrastructure as a Service.
We see this manifest as Cloud computing which is made possible by tremendous advancements in hardware and software
technologies.
From software perspective, Cloud services became possible through advancement in networking and distributed
infrastructure and computing.
All these developments make use of various advancements in software technology stack.
This is an illustration of how various advancements provide a platform for modern big data applications.
Results:
R
eliability: 88 % (67% of goal)
Scalability: 4400 % (51% of goal)

Availability: 99.3 % (84% of goal)

Conclusion:
As you all know, different companies compete in different areas of technology. For example, a company working on scalable
distributed computing and processing deals with different technologies than a company working on databases or content
delivery network. These companies have the potential of advancing technology in their respective areas.
Significant variables addressed: kernel - process, memory & I/O mgmt, process mgmt - scheduler lists & queues

Uncertainty #2: Micro processors
Slide 12:
Even when we use a microcontroller without an Operating System, the tools used to generate the machine code can come
from a tool-set.
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Project Name:

Defining software technology

Start Date:

2017-01-02

Project Number:

1710

Completion Date:

2018-03-21

For example, a well known open source electronic platform provides a tool which uses the principles of programming
language to enable writing in a higher level language, uses the principles of compiler that turns the code into object files
(machine readable instructions), and a linker to combine the object files with libraries.
Principles of programming languages, compiler, linker, and Graphical User Interface are some of the scientifically
determined facts and principles within the tool-set.
Similar evolution can be seen in technologies associated with Web systems, Information systems, micro-controller based
systems, relational databases, No-Structured Query Language (SQL) databases, distributed storage and retrieval etc.
The most significant underlying key variables are:
programming languages, compilers, linkers, Interface

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Activity #2-1: Technology vs. features (Fiscal Year 2017)
Methods of experimentation:

Method

Experimentation Performed

Analysis / simulation:
Trials:
Physical prototypes:
Lines of code:

147 alternatives
13 runs / samples
7 samples
14800 Lines of prototype code

Slide 14:
Companies produce various products and services using technology. SR&ED looks at the advancement in technology
necessary to deliver the new or improved products and services. Therefore it is important to distinguish between technology
and product.
Often the name of the product, process, or device is also used to identify the technology.
The distinction is:
Product, process, or device conveys feature, functionality, capability, etc.
Technology is about the knowledge of how the constituents embodied within the product, process or device, function to
deliver the feature, functionality, capability, etc.
For example: Web information system publishing tools that also serve as document management and storage systems come
with features, interfaces, application program interfaces (APIs) and tool-sets to build information systems.
Results:
Conclusion:
Slide 15:
Understanding the capabilities and limitations of such systems for building an information system, use of their API/interfaces
to develop an information system, or information about their features and functionality are about a product.
On the other hand, knowledge of the internal workings of such systems and how inter-relationships produce, influence, and
impact the features, interfaces, APIs, tool-sets etc., are related to the technology.
Significant variables addressed: compilers, Interface, linkers, programming languages
Documentation:
Offline Documents: Supporting documentation


Uncertainty #3: Other areas
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Project Name:

Defining software technology

Start Date:

2017-01-02

Project Number:
Slide 48:

1710

Completion Date:

2018-03-21

Technological advancements in software development projects can involve:
New or improved techniques and methods in computing to store, search, process, and manage vast collection of data (big
data). Typically undertaken in Universities and large research labs.
Advancements necessary in support of software technology stack or tools.
Advancements necessary for new or improved infrastructures like internet driven Cloud and distributed computing.
Advancements necessary to support scaling, reliability and availability of software based systems.
Advancements in other technology areas like vision and medical imaging, video transmission, telecommunication (voice),
automation, controls, etc.
The most significant underlying key variables are:
improved infrastructure options (unresolved), scaling, reliability & availability options (unresolved), vision design options
(unresolved), technology stack or tool designs (unresolved), big data methods (store, process, manage) (unresolved)

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Activity #3-1: Ineligible activities (Fiscal Year 2017)
Methods of experimentation:
Slide 27:
We will now look at a few examples to illustrate common misconceptions about technological uncertainty. The first example is
to emphasize that absence of a capability does not equate to a technological uncertainty.
A company wants to build a new version of their client server mobile application. The older version of the application worked
in conjunction with a well known Enterprise Server that offered server side Push. The new version of the application was
required to work in setups where the Enterprise server could not be used.
In client server applications, the server responds to client requests. With a server side Push service, client applications can
receive information from their servers even if they did not initiate a request.
Results:
Conclusion:
The company cannot claim the lack of availability of the Push capability from the Enterprise server as a technological
uncertainty for its work to build some form of a Push service.
The company has to identify a limitation of technology that is preventing the development of its own Push service.

COMMERCIAL CO

1711 - VOIP - improve SIP interaction
BENCHMARKS
ACTIVITIES BY YEAR
Internet searches: 32 Articles
Patent searches: 5 patents
Competitive products or processes: 17
2017
Potential components: 8 products
'1-1
Queries to experts: 5 responses
Activity 1
OBJECTIVES
RESULTS
Call continuity: 99.9 % uptime
94
UNCERTAINTIES & KEY VARIABLES
CONCLUSIONS
1 - TU beyond SP
Information theory
Y
Network protocols-TCP, SIP, RTP
Y
VOIP protocols - setup, progress, teardown
Y
METHODS
Analysis
Trials
Prototypes
Lines of code
COSTS
Hours
170
Materials $
Subcontractor $

Project Name:

VOIP - improve SIP interaction

Start Date:

2017-02-01

Project Number:

1711

Completion Date:

2017-12-31

Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
Measurement

Current Performance

Objective

Has results?

Call continuity (% uptime)

85

99.9

Yes

Slide 17:
It is important to establish the technological knowledge base to identify a technological uncertainty.
Let us look at an example to illustrate the kind of information useful in establishing the technological knowledge base.
As an example, we can think of a telecom software company developing Automatic Call Distributors (ACD) for Voice over
Internet Protocol (VoIP) based voice telephony, wants to prevent failures in Session Initiation Protocol (or SIP) calls due to
hardware, software, system, or network failures.
Peer to peer connections through data network are susceptible to such failures resulting in session disruptions.
For voice sessions over data, this has the undesirable effect of loss of on-going phone calls and call setup in progress.

Field of Science/Technology:
Telecommunications (2.02.07)

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Improve existing processes
Lab
Project planning documents; Design of experiments; Records of trial runs

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: TU beyond SP
Slide 18:
This company asserts that the objective of call continuity (continuing phone calls without re-initiating them), cannot be
achieved based on the technological knowledge base.
The information used by the company in coming to such a conclusion can help in establishing the technological knowledge
base:
Starting with identifying the technology or technologies involved (such as session initiation protocol, session description
protocol (SDP), real-time transport protocol (RTP) and their interactions);
identifying what is available in the technological knowledge base with regard to peer to peer calling, failure modes, call setup, call progress, and call tear-down;
describing any proprietary technology involved;
Slide 19:
identifying any patents or technical information associated with how call failures are handled using the current state of
technology;
providing the technological experience of the company in the technology areas such as VoIP, Information theory, Voice
telephony, Network protocol knowledge of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/User-Datagram Protocol
(UDP)/SIP/SDP/RTP, etc.;
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Project Name:

VOIP - improve SIP interaction

Start Date:

2017-02-01

Project Number:

1711

Completion Date:

2017-12-31

identifying where the current state of technology is insufficient; and
having this research documented when it was done in order to establish the technological knowledge base at that specific
point in time.
Establishing the technological knowledge base properly before the assertion of a technological uncertainty will avoid reinventing the wheel.
The most significant underlying key variables are:
Network protocols-TCP, SIP, RTP, Information theory, VOIP protocols - setup, progress, teardown

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Benchmarking methods & sources for citings:

Benchmark Method/Source

Measurement

Explanatory notes

Internet searches

32 Articles

Patent searches

5 patents

Competitive products or processes

17 products

Similar prior in-house technologies
Potential components

3 products / processes
8 products

Queries to experts

5 responses

identifying what is available in the technological
knowledge base with regard to peer to peer
calling, failure modes, call set-up, call progress,
and call tear-down;
identifying any patents or technical information
associated with how call failures are handled
using the current state of technology;
Starting with identifying the technology or
technologies involved (such as session initiation
protocol, session description protocol (SDP), realtime transport protocol (RTP) and their
interactions);
describing any proprietary technology involved;
discuss limits of available technologies with
vendors
identifying where the current state of technology is
insufficient

Activity #1-1: Activity 1 (Fiscal Year 2017)
Methods of experimentation:
Slide 33:
Once a technological uncertainty is identified, the techniques used for systematic investigation or search can be techniques
that are within the technological knowledge base.
Let us illustrate the last point with the example of experimentations that require the monitoring of data traffic in networks
through packet capture using packet sniffing and analysis tools.
Even though the technique of capturing and monitoring data traffic through packet sniffing and packet analysis may be well
known and are considered to be in the technological knowledge base, they are essential for experimentations where the
results of the experiments are derived from the information in the packets.
Results:
Call continuity: 94 % uptime (60% of goal)

Conclusion:
Significant variables addressed: Information theory, Network protocols-TCP, SIP, RTP, VOIP protocols - setup, progress,
teardown
Documentation:
Offline Documents: Documentation
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1712 - Software security example
BENCHMARKS
ACTIVITIES BY YEAR
2017
'1-2
Eligible activities
(none)
OBJECTIVES
RESULTS
Single sign on: 1 1 Yes / No 0
1
Use of external service: 0 1 Yes / 0 No
0
Reliability: 99.9 %
99.9
Monthly cost: 500 $
740
Log on time: 1.5 seconds
0.6
UNCERTAINTIES & KEY VARIABLES
CONCLUSIONS
1 - Technological uncertainty
DS user object attributes (where & how)
how to map security tokens
relation to cloud objects
METHODS
Analysis
475
Trials
23
Prototypes
Lines of code
COSTS
Hours
450
Materials $
Subcontractor $

Project Name:

Software security example

Start Date:

2017-03-01

Project Number:

1712

Completion Date:

2018-06-20

Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
Measurement

Current Performance

Objective

Has results?

Single sign on (1 Yes / No 0)
Use of external service (1 Yes / 0 No)
Reliability (%)
Monthly cost ($)
Log on time (seconds)

1
1
99.9
5000
4

1
0
99.9
500
1.5

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Slide 21:
As you remember from slide 16, we discussed technological uncertainty and the importance of identifying the shortcomings or
limitations of technology. Next, we will be looking at limitation of technology through an example.
Here are some background information in preparation for the example:
As we are aware, access to software applications is based on confirming the identity of the user. Software applications can
rely on other identity providers and trust the ID given by these providers. This is very similar to how organizations like banks
rely on government issued drivers license for identification.
When there are many applications, it is convenient to be able to use the same ID for accessing them. It is even better if the
process of verification for access control is performed in the background through pre-defined security policies. This type of
access to software applications is referred to as single sign-on. The security of communications to request, generate, and
provide ID are critical to the integrity of single sign-on.
The illustration shows one such security trust service model defined by a consortium of companies. A user requiring access
to an application obtains security token from an ID provider that is trusted by the relying applications. These security tokens
contain codified claims to protect and authorize requests. The claims are assertions about the user.
Web Services-Federation referred to as WS-Federation is an evolution of this model. It addresses the needs of web
applications with richer trust relationships and advanced federation of services.
Slide 22:
Now, let us look at limitation of technology through an example related to single sign-on
In 2013, a leading software company XYZ offered Cloud based access to its productivity software suite and related services
through single email login authentication.
Its single sign-on (SSO) login capability was constructed on claims based user identity using its Cloud based directory and
identity management service.

Field of Science/Technology:

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Test protocols, test data, analysis of test results, conclusions; Records of resources allocated to
the project, time sheets; Design, system architecture and source code; Project planning
documents; Records of trial runs
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Project Name:

Software security example

Start Date:

2017-03-01

Project Number:

1712

Completion Date:

2018-06-20

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
Slide 23:
At that time, there were two approaches generally available in the technological knowledge base to implement single login
authentication for applications offered through the Cloud services of the XYZ software company. They were as follows:
The�company�offered�a�proprietary�tool�to�synchronize�the�essential�information�from�an�organization’s�internal�directory�
service to its Cloud based directory and identity management software. This will provide local users of the organization,
access to the applications hosted in the Cloud from both inside and outside the office.
Setting up a Federation Service: The company also offered a Federation Service software for claims based access control
authorization which allowed single sign-on for multiple security realms (domains). It functioned as a Security Token Service
relying on individual domain controllers and performed authentication and provided security tokens for WS-Federation. This
Federation Software could be used with its Cloud-based directory service for single sign-on through trust relationship.
Slide 25:
Both these approaches discussed in the previous slide, impose restriction on usernames through namespace hierarchies
based on domain segregation. Additionally,
approach 1 is not a true single sign-on, rather a way to allow internal users to access from outside, while
approach 2 is a single sign-on but requires a federation server and proxy server for every domain controller. It also uses
domain user accounts for login
As�an�example,�a�company�project�objective�was�to�develop�a�single�sign-on�solution�using�the�XYZ�Cloud’s�identity�and�
access control without having username restrictions or requiring the Federation Service for identity management.
Slide 26:
Now let us look at what is the limitation of technology in this example.
The federated single sign-on option available in the XYZ Cloud was using WS-Federation protocol.
The�Cloud’s�identity�management�trusted�the�Federation�Service�to�provide�the�security�tokens.
The�technological�knowledge�base,�including�understanding�of�how�the�XYZ�Cloud’s�identity�management�worked,�was�
insufficient for the company to develop a solution to overcome the restrictions imposed by approach 2.
At this stage, this is a limitation of the current state of technology.
Work can be undertaken to advance the knowledge towards the development of this solution that will enable single sign-on.

The most significant underlying key variables are:
DS user object attributes (where & how) (unresolved), how to map security tokens (unresolved), relation to cloud objects
(unresolved)

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Activity #1-2: Eligible activities (Fiscal Year 2017)
Methods of experimentation:

Method

Experimentation Performed

Analysis / simulation:
Trials:

475 alternatives
23 runs / samples
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Project Name:

Software security example

Start Date:

2017-03-01

Project Number:
Slide 43:

1712

Completion Date:

2018-06-20

This�example�for�scenario�3�is�a�continuation�of�the�previous�example�under�“Limitation�of�technology”�and�describes�the�work�
that was undertaken towards advancing the understanding of how XYZ Cloud uses information in the Directory Service object
for single sign-on identify management.
Let us look at the work undertaken.
A�setup�consisting�of�XYZ�Cloud’s�Access�Control�Service�using�the�Cloud’s�Directory�Service�instance�as�the�ID�provider�for�
a relying application was created. A packet sniffing tool was setup to capture and analyze the user browser network traffic
and�log�during�login�attempts.�The�Cloud’s�Directory�Service�was�populated�with�user�objects�from�a�local�Directory�Service�
using the proprietary synchronization tool as in approach.
The visibility of claims within the WS-Federation was confirmed during login attempts. The next effort was to understand the
relationships between claim attributes and Directory Service user objects. The observations and analysis of the claim
attributes of the captured information within security tokens, allowed the mapping and expression of the correlation between
the�Directory�Service�user�object�attributes�and�the�object�attributes�used�within�the�Cloud’s�identity�management�entities.
Slide 44:
The next activities were towards validating the relationships, determining whether Security Token Service provided by the
Federation Service can be substituted, and finding out what may be necessary to mimic any Federation Service specific
behavior.
To accomplish this, an open source security token server was setup. A trust association between the server and XYZ Cloud
identity management was established. The signing algorithm and signing certificates were aligned between the two. These
steps were necessary to configure the use of the security token server as the identity provider for the Cloud Service. Based
on the developed relationships, the server source code was modified to create new claim types structured using Directory
Service user object attributes.
By undertaking several tests, it was possible to understand where and how the Directory Service object attributes were used
in the claims for the Cloud Service. The results enabled the construction of a single sign-on for XYZ Cloud Service without
Federation Service where it was possible to use attributes and unique-ids that did not belong to the Directory Service. This
also led to the development of user stores without the Directory Service.
Again, what conclusions can we draw from the work undertaken in this example?
Summary of documentation process 53-55:
Slide 53:
Confirmation of the visibility of Directory Service user attributes inside the claims within WS-Federation credentials was done
using a packet sniffing and analysis tool and therefore the following results would have been naturally or easily produced:
Screen-capture or log of the responses identifying the tokens with claims, and the recognizable attributes of the Directory
Service user objects with or without encoding.
Slide 54:
The next step to map the attributes to the claim identifiers should produce:
Names and format of expression of all the claim identifiers and their associated user objects in the claims
The trust association between the generic Security Token Server and XYZ Cloud was set-up and made functional. A screen
capture of the response of the appropriate commands used to establish this association will provide the details of what was
accomplished.
Slide 55:
Finally, code changes were introduced and modified in the generic Security Token Server to enable claim construction.
Several tests were conducted and adjustments were made based on the results of the tests to enable successful claims and
security tokens. This work should have:
initial modification to the source code to create claims and the results of using it, changes made based on the results of
previous tests and their outcome, and the final code.
Results:
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Project Name:

Software security example

Project Number:
1712
Single sign on: 1 1 Yes / No 0 (100% of goal)


Start Date:

2017-03-01

Completion Date:

2018-06-20

U
se of external service: 0 1 Yes / 0 No (100% of goal)
Reliability: 99.9 % (100% of goal)

M
onthly cost: 740 $ (94% of goal)
Log on time: 0.6 seconds (136% of goal)

Conclusion:
Slide 45:
From the work described, we can conclude that the Information on the work undertaken is at sufficient level of detail that both
a claimant and a reviewer from the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) can agree on the statements of facts, see the
characteristics of the work undertaken, and identify new knowledge. With reasonable effort, the reviewer (and the claimant)
can determine and agree if this is over and above the technological knowledge base.
Slide 46:
Here are some additional points on systematic investigation or search.
If the work generates or confirms what is within the technological knowledge base, even though the work was undertaken
systematically, it will not be considered as SIS for reducing or eliminating technological uncertainty.
Work resulting in generation of new knowledge that explains the reasons of failure of possible solutions to achieve a
technological objective is considered a technological advancement provided it is not available in the existing technological
knowledge base.
Slide 51:
In this project, understanding
- where and how the Directory Service user object attributes are used in the claims,
- how they are mapped to the security tokens,
- their relationships to the Cloud identity management user object attributes and
- ruling out the need to mimic any Federation Service specific behavior
was the technological advancement.
Because�this�knowledge�allowed�the�building�of�‘single�sign-on�capability�without�‘the�need�to�use�the�XYZ�software�
company’s�Federation�Service’�in�the�XYZ�Cloud�and�the�creation�of�user�store�not�based�on�XYZ�Directory�Service�for�single�
sign-on.
It is important to note that achievement of single sign-on capability on its own is not the technological advancement.
Documentation:
Offline Documents: Documentation


Uncertainty #2: Hypothesis (for SR&ED)
Slide 34:
After having discussed technological uncertainty, we will illustrate the concept of hypothesis which is directly relevant to
answering Question 2.
Appropriate hypothesis can be formulated for further investigation after identifying what is lacking in the scientific or
technological knowledge base.
So, what is hypothesis?
Hypothesis is an idea consistent with known facts.
For example, internet data transmission speed can exceed the speed of light is not consistent with known facts.
Hypothesis is a supposition or explanation on the basis of limited evidence which serves as the starting point for further
investigation.
Example 1: While going through technology stack selection to decide between two real-time Operating System options, a
supposition�that�real-time�Operating�System�‘A’�will�offer�better�interrupt�management�than�real-time�Operating�System�‘B’,�
has no linkage to anything lacking in the scientific or technological knowledge base. Therefore it is not a hypothesis for
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Project Name:

Software security example

Start Date:

2017-03-01

Project Number:
SR&ED.

1712

Completion Date:

2018-06-20

Example 2: Continuing on the previous example on limitation of technology,
a hypothesis can be that
- specific information from the Directory Service objects are
- used in the composition of claims for the Cloud service security tokens within WS-Federation.
This on the other hand, is a hypothesis for SR&ED.
Formulation of proper hypotheses is essential for planned approach to SR&ED.

The most significant underlying key variables are:
Directory service objects (unresolved), Cloud security tokens (unresolved)

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
There are no Activities associated with this uncertainty.
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1713 - Artificial Intelligence (AI)
ACTIVITIES BY YEAR
2017
'1-1
'2-1
Objectives
Heuristic design
RESULTS

Internet searches: 1 Articles
OBJECTIVES
Learn new methods:  ?
Achieve results:  ?
Optimality:  %
Completeness:  %
Accuracy and precision:  %
Execution time: 2.2 seconds
Virus scanning: 99.8 %
UNCERTAINTIES & KEY VARIABLES
1 - Technological uncertainty
Data sets & structures
Hardware (architectures, devices...)
Heuristics for decision making
SPECIFIC DETAILS ON
2 - Heuristics (computer science)
admissibilities
combinations
types - top down, inferred, rule of thumb
Analysis
Trials
Prototypes
Lines of code
Hours
Materials $
Subcontractor $

CONCLUSIONS
Y
Y

Y
METHODS
60000000
1

COSTS

Project Name:

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Start Date:

2017-08-01

Project Number:

1713

Completion Date:

2018-12-31

Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
Measurement

Current Performance

Objective

Has results?

Learn new methods (?)
Achieve results (?)
Optimality (%)
Completeness (%)
Accuracy and precision (%)
Execution time (seconds)
Virus scanning (%)

(not set)
(not set)
(not set)
(not set)
(not set)
3.2
97

(not set)
(not set)
(not set)
(not set)
(not set)
2.2
99.8

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

The following information is based on the article " The challenges of patenting artificial intelligence, November 27, 2017" by
Stacy Rush of Ridout Maybee, LLP as published in Canadian Lawyer. Many of the issues related to patents apply to R&D
Grant & SR&ED tax credit eligibility.
Artificial�intelligence’s�“black�box”�decision-making�presents�challenges�for�AI�and�machine�learning�innovators�who�want�to�
file for patents. Practitioners need to consider the unique properties of AI technology to secure meaningful and enforceable
patent protection for these inventions.
The�problem:�“Black�box”�AI�algorithms
Machine learning relies on training a piece of software to make decisions by providing feedback on the output it produces
while processing a set of training data.
The programmers create the initial structure of the software and define the feedback heuristics used to train it, but the
software produced by the training process is often a jumble of weights and interconnections between nodes in a neural
network or some similarly human-illegible chunk of math.
Thus, while AI systems created via ML often exhibit highly effective decision-making, they do so without providing their
creators (or anyone else) any meaningful insight as to the underlying logic of the system.

Field of Science/Technology:
Software engineering and technology (2.02.09)

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Develop new processes, Develop new materials, devices, or products, Improve existing processes,
Improve existing materials, devices, or products
Commercial Facility, Lab
Records of resources allocated to the project, time sheets; Progress reports, minutes of project
meetings; Test protocols, test data, analysis of test results, conclusions; Design, system
architecture and source code; Project planning documents; Design of experiments; Records of
trial runs

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
Patents and artificial intelligence
A patent is a bargain with the public. An inventor applying for a patent is required to disclose the nature of the invention,
including�instructions�for�building�it,�to�the�public�—�in�exchange,�he�or�she�is�granted�a�limited�monopoly,�usually�for�a�
period of 20 years. The public is granted access to the workings of the invention in perpetuity thereafter.
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In the context of AI and ML, inventors are faced with hard decisions about how to satisfy this disclosure requirement. What
constitutes�proper�disclosure�about�the�workings�of�a�“black�box”�AI�invention�when�the�inventor�herself�does�not�always�
understand how it works?
Further, how much detail is needed to describe the intricate (and commercially sensitive) training protocols by which a
mature ML system is created?
A national patent office will examine the invention through the lens of public policy, including policies against the
monopolization of abstract ideas: How can the inventor overcome the issues outlined above and describe the workings of
the�algorithm�so�as�to�satisfy�the�patent�examiners�—�and�the�courts�—�that�inventors�are�entitled�to�a�patent�for�their�
inventions?
Considerations for patenting an ML system
One fundamental question that requires consideration is what parts of the technology are being claimed as the invention?
An inventor will need to make choices about how much they want a patent to focus on protecting the processes by which
the system is created, trained and validated, as opposed to focusing on the final product deployed after these processes
have run their course.
Another issue that requires consideration is the question of subject matter eligibility. To qualify as proper subject matter for a
patent�in�these�jurisdictions,�an�AI-based�technology�generally�needs�to�be�something�more�than�an�“abstract�idea.”�The�
patent�office�needs�to�be�convinced�that�a�specific�“technical�problem”�is�being�overcome�by�the�invention�in�order�to�have�
the patent issued. (See Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank International). This hurdle is easier to overcome if the application includes
claims directed to specific implementations of the technology, such as:
Specific hardware (e.g. sensors, remote devices, autonomous vehicle controls, processor architectures);
Specific details about the training data or how that data is processed by the system;
Specific data structures implementing an AI or ML system (e.g. a neural network);
Specific heuristics being used for decision-making and/or training feedback; and
Technical improvements to the functioning of a computer.
The most significant underlying key variables are:
SPECIFIC DETAILS ON (unresolved), Hardware (architectures, devices...), Data sets & structures, Heuristics for decision
making (unresolved)

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Activity #1-1: Specific vs General Objectives (Fiscal Year 2017)
Methods of experimentation:

Method

Experimentation Performed

Analysis / simulation:
Trials:

60000000 alternatives
1 runs / samples

With regard to AI and ML inventions, the United States Patent and Trademark Office and U.S. courts have provided some
guidance to patent eligibility:
- as one example, a patent application for an ML system that simply describes possible specific data structure
implementations (e.g. neural networks) may be rejected by the USPTO (See Ex Parte Kirshenbaum, Board of Patent Appeals
and Interferences, Appeal 2007-3223),
- whereas an application that restricts the claimed monopoly to such a specific implementation may be allowed (See Ex parte
Bramlett, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, Appeal 2015-002707).
By including technical implementation details of the AI or ML system in the patent claims and specification, the inventor
should be able to overcome common pitfalls. However, there are trade-offs involved in this choice.
Specifically, if patent claims limit an invention to a specific implementation, the patent may be difficult to enforce:

first, because a patent owner may not be able to detect when a competitor is using an invention as part of their product or
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second, because it may be easy for a competitor to design around the specific implementation claimed in the patent by
employing an alternative implementation.
Results:
These considerations of enforceability take practitioners outside of the purely technical realm and require practitioners to
consider the details of the market in which the business operates. Before drafting the claims, a patent agent should be fully
briefed on these market factors, including:
- Who the competitors are;
- Which features of the new technology competitors are most likely to infringe;
- How such infringement could be detected; and
- Which other market actors a company would (or could) sue in the event of infringement.
Conclusion:
An effective patent strategy to protect AI-related inventions should take into account all of the issues of patentability and
enforceability set out above, tailored to the realities and needs of the business.
Practitioners need to consider the unique properties of AI technology to secure meaningful and enforceable patent protection
for these inventions.
Stacy�Rush�is�an�associate�in�the�Toronto�office�of�Ridout�&�Maybee�LLP�–�a�boutique�intellectual�property�firm.�Stacy’s�
practice focuses on assisting with the preparation and prosecution of patent applications in the areas of software and
computer-related devices, gaming, and medical device technologies.
Matt�Norwood�is�an�associate�in�the�Toronto�office�of�Ridout�&�Maybee�and�assisted�in�the�writing�of�this�column.�Matt’s�focus�
is directed towards litigation of intellectual property disputes and advising clients on IP licensing matters. Matt also assists
with the drafting and prosecution of patent applications with an emphasis on electrical and computer related technology.
Significant variables addressed: Data sets & structures, Hardware (architectures, devices...)
Documentation:
U
ploaded to RDBASE.NET: The challenges of patenting artificial intelligence _ Canadian Lawyer Mag.pdf (475KB)
Offline Documents: Typical documentation


Uncertainty #2: Heuristics (computer science)
HEURISTIC (COMPUTER SCIENCE) - FROM WIKIPEDIA
In computer science, artificial intelligence, and mathematical optimization, a heuristic (from Greek "I find, discover") is a
technique designed for solving a problem more quickly when classic methods are too slow, or for finding an approximate
solution when classic methods fail to find any exact solution.
This is achieved by trading optimality, completeness, accuracy, or precision for speed. In a way, it can be considered a
shortcut.
A heuristic function, also called simply a heuristic, is a function that ranks alternatives in search algorithms at each
branching step based on available information to decide which branch to follow. For example, it may approximate the exact
solution.
TRADE OFF CRITERIA:
The trade-off criteria for deciding whether to use a heuristic for solving a given problem include the following:
Optimality: When several solutions exist for a given problem, does the heuristic guarantee that the best solution will be
found? Is it actually necessary to find the best solution?
Completeness: When several solutions exist for a given problem, can the heuristic find them all? Do we actually need all
solutions? Many heuristics are only meant to find one solution.
Accuracy and precision: Can the heuristic provide a confidence interval for the purported solution? Is the error bar on the
solution unreasonably large?
Execution time: Is this the best known heuristic for solving this type of problem? Some heuristics converge faster than
others. Some heuristics are only marginally quicker than classic methods.
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In some cases, it may be difficult to decide whether the solution found by the heuristic is good enough, because the theory
underlying that heuristic is not very elaborate.
PITFALLS:
Some heuristics have a strong underlying theory; they are either derived in a top-down manner from the theory or inferred
from experimental data. Others are just rules of thumb learned empirically without even a glimpse of theory. The latter are
exposed to a number of pitfalls.
When a heuristic is reused in various contexts because it has been seen to "work" in one context, without having been
mathematically proven to meet a given set of requirements, it is possible that the current data set does not necessarily
represent future data sets (see: overfitting) and that purported "solutions" turn out to be akin to noise.
Statistical analysis can be conducted when employing heuristics to estimate the probability of incorrect outcomes. To use a
heuristic for solving a search or a knapsack problem, it is necessary to check that the heuristic is admissible.
If a heuristic is not admissible, it may never find the goal, either by ending up in a dead end of graph.
The most significant underlying key variables are:
combinations, types - top down, inferred, rule of thumb (unresolved), admissibilities (unresolved)

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Benchmarking methods & sources for citings:

Benchmark Method/Source

Measurement

Explanatory notes

Internet searches

1 Articles

Wikipedia illustrations of computer science
heuristics

Activity #2-1: Heuristic design (Fiscal Year 2017)
Methods of experimentation:
Examples
Simpler problem
One way of achieving the computational performance gain expected of a heuristic consists of solving a simpler problem
whose solution is also a solution to the initial problem. Such a heuristic is unable to find all the solutions to the initial problem,
but it may find one much faster because the simple problem is easy to solve.
Traveling salesman problem
An example of approximation is described by Jon Bentley for solving the traveling salesman problem (TSP) so as to select
the order to draw using a pen plotter. TSP is known to be NP-Complete so an optimal solution for even a moderate size
problem is intractable.
Instead, the greedy algorithm can be used to give a good but not optimal solution (it is an approximation to the optimal
answer) in a reasonably short amount of time. The greedy algorithm heuristic says to pick whatever is currently the best next
step regardless of whether that precludes good steps later. It is a heuristic in that practice says it is a good enough solution,
theory says there are better solutions (and even can tell how much better in some cases).
Search
Another example of heuristic making an algorithm faster occurs in certain search problems. Initially, the heuristic tries every
possibility at each step, like the full-space search algorithm. But it can stop the search at any time if the current possibility is
already worse than the best solution already found. In such search problems, a heuristic can be used to try good choices first
so that bad paths can be eliminated early (see alpha-beta pruning).
Newell and Simon: heuristic search hypothesis
In their Turing Award acceptance speech, Allen Newell and Herbert A. Simon discuss the heuristic search hypothesis: a
physical symbol system will repeatedly generate and modify known symbol structures until the created structure matches the
solution structure.
Each successive iteration depends upon the step before it, thus the heuristic search learns what avenues to pursue and
which ones to disregard by measuring how close the current iteration is to the solution. Therefore, some possibilities will
never be generated as they are measured to be less likely to complete the solution.
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A heuristic method can accomplish its task by using search trees. However, instead of generating all possible solution
branches, a heuristic selects branches more likely to produce outcomes than other branches. It is selective at each decision
point, picking branches that are more likely to produce solutions.
Virus scanning
Many virus scanners use heuristic rules for detecting viruses and other forms of malware. Heuristic scanning looks for code
and/or behavioral patterns indicative of a class or family of viruses, with different sets of rules for different viruses.
If a file or executing process is observed to contain matching code patterns and/or to be performing that set of activities, then
the scanner infers that the file is infected.
The most advanced part of behavior-based heuristic scanning is that it can work against highly randomized polymorphic
viruses, which simpler string scanning-only approaches cannot reliably detect.
Heuristic scanning has the potential to detect many future viruses without requiring the virus to be detected somewhere,
submitted to the virus scanner developer, analyzed, and a detection update for the scanner provided to the scanner's users.
Results:
ADVANCEMENT FROM MACHINE LEARNING & AI COULD BE IN THE FORM OF:
1) SOFTWARE & HEURISTIC TECHNOLOGY
2) IMPROVED MATERIALS & DEVICES (NON-SOFTWARE)
Conclusion:
TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS WILL LIKELY BE IDENTIFIABLE IN PROJECTS THAT PROVIDE "SPECIFIC"
OBJECTIVES & SCOPE.
Significant variables addressed: combinations
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